
USING HYPNOSIS TO IMPROVE YOUR GOLF

Mark had emailed bunkered HQ to say he could improve my golf game in I even had a London gangster come to me for
help dealing with his.

The chemicals and hormones and reactions are very much the same. As a natural born skeptic, I had my
doubts about his bold claim. That comes from practical golf strategies consistently executed. Now, I'd love to
tell you what happened in the 45 minutes that my session lasted. Picture Your Perfect Golf Shot? The feeling
that the golf Gods are working in your favor and have lined up everything to set you up for a perfect round of
golf. But it goes much, much deeper than that. It's the side of golf people work the least, and it matters the
most. The hypnosis sessions in your office were so profound for me. The only way to get better at reading
greens is from experience and then ALLOWING your unconscious mind to formulate the target line based on
all of that past experience. Once a message is implanted, with or without conscious awareness, your
subconscious will proceed to work upon that message automatically. A better game awaits only those who
learn to reprogram their mind and self-hypnosis is the tool that Tiger and top pros turn to for just that. It's not
the physical techniques or more practice either. Not only will this help you relax, it'll also engage some of the
things we talked about. Your Technique Improving your golf game is not only about concentration and
overcoming obstacles in your mind. It impacts everyone from total beginners to the highest level PGA golfers.
Extra Bonus! It wasn't just visualization. I'm also a hypnotist. What did you spend on all those lessons and
how much time did you burn there? I could have spent time really honing my swing, learning the mental
game, doing golf visualization or even hypnosis! He was fully immersing himself in the imagined experience
of golf such that it became real to him. When you signup today, you get instant access to all the trainings
above. I enjoy hitting balls at the driving range more than playing a normal round of golf. Using Golf
Hypnosis When it comes to the world of golf, hypnosis is not exactly popular. Studies of hypnosis,
neuroscience, and visualization have shown that the brain doesn't distinguish between something that really
happens and something vividly imagined. So, while I went out for golf in high school, I never made the varsity
golf team. Now more than ever before. Instead, I got better gear and missed out on the hours I had at my
disposal. My father and brother got into long drive golf and so we'd go hit golf balls at the driving range. All
of my proven techniques that I have used successfully with hundreds of in-person golfers and other athletes is
right here waiting for you. Greens and fairways,. Self-Hypnosis, Visualization, And Golf Did you know that
there was once a soldier caught as a prisoner of war in Vietnam? More to the point, who cares? I was hard on
himself and filled with doubt. They also have to fly to my office. I met Mark at one of the clinics he works out
of in North London. Hypnosis does not end when your session ends. And what about those rounds when
everything has gone right? Better golf? You need self-hypnosis tools to program your mind and body for total
flow and perfection on the course. You will also adopt the useful attributes of another player that you model
after. Your conscious mind is responsible for your critical short-term, memory decision making.


